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REPORT ON CERTIFICATE COURSE IN SPANISH 

   Certificate course in Spanish course organized by the Centre for Skill Development 

during the academic session is conducted under the aegis of Department of Germanic and 

Romance Studies, University of Delhi. The classes for Certificate course in Spanish 

commenced from 10th Nov, 2022. 

After completing this course student becomes enable in speaking day to day life Spanish 

which is required for basic level job portfolio. Its career oriented vision in multinational 

companies as customer support services, data entry etc is proficient. This course is useful 

in business relations, tourism and if one is looking for the universities in Spanish 

speaking countries. 

Assessment procedure: 

Evaluation of this course is based on grammar, writing and speaking. Assignments keep 

checking progress of the students on multiple aspects of this learning. Final evaluation 

considers all parameters. 
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Course Name: Certificate Course in Spanish 2022-23  

Curriculum/Course Outline: 

Module 1: (30 hrs) 

1) Spanish alphabets and sounds  

 2) Spanish greetings (Saludos and Despedidas) 

3) Spanish nouns, number and gender  

4) Spanish nouns , number and gender (Exceptions)  

5) Spanish articles (Definite and Indefinite)  

6) Spanish family  

Module 2: (30hrs) 

1) Spanish pronunciation rules  

 2) Spanish counting  

 3) Spanish subject pronouns and Spanish verbs 1.10 Introduction to Spain, its culture,  

     tradition, cuisine, festivals, tourism, dance and music.  

3) Days, Months, Seasons in Spanish  

4) Spanish verbs; Ser, Estar and Tener  

5) Difference and uses of Spanish verbs Ser and ‘Estar’  

Module 3: (30hrs) 

 1) Spanish adjectives (Possessive and Demonstrative)  

2) How to introduce yourself in Spanish* 

3) Spanish reflexive verbs and reflexive pronouns  

4) Expression of ‘Tener’ and ‘Hacer’  
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5) How to say Time and Weather in Spanish  

6) The verb ‘Gustar’ and Family verbs   

Module 4: (30hrs) 

1) Interrogative words  

2) How to answer question (Affirmative)  

3) How to answer question (Negative) and what is double negation 

 4)How to use ‘Hay’ and ‘Estar’  

5) Use of Tener que, Hay que and Deber 

6) Prepositions and uses 

Module 5: (30hrs) 

1) Use of Bien, Bastante bien, regular, mal. Muy, mucho/a/os/as.  

 2))Use of Algo/Nada, Alguien/Nadie, Algún/o/a/os/as,/Ningún/o/a/os/as  

3) Verb+ Infinitive; Sentence making  

4) Present continuous tense (Estar+ gerundio)  

5) Dialogues delivery/conversation 

Comprehension speaking and writing skills.  

       :Day to day life conversation like, In a restaurant, In the classroom, Conversation between 

friends, between doctor and patient and many more. 

           : Speaking on different topics. 

 


